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Abstract7
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is brought to a level that can be applied to sim-
ulate turbulent open channel flows over and within natural porous gravel beds. For this,
improvements have been made with regards to i) turbulence modelling, ii) open boundaries
(inflow and outflow), and iii) treatment of the rough interface boundary between the porous
bed and the overlying free-flow. Flow through the porous bed is simulated macroscopically,
and the coefficients of the drag closure model are carefully determined at different layers
of the flow; the effect of turbulence is taken into account using a three-layer mixing-length
model; and a porous inflow boundary at the inlet as well as an imaginary pressure wall at
the outlet are introduced to obtain the required steady and uniform flow conditions. The
developed model is then used to simulate eight test cases with two bed conditions, each
with four flow conditions. Through the velocity analysis, a nearly S-shaped distribution is
observed within the roughness layer for the present test cases. The comparison of the results
of the velocity and shear stress with a set of experimental data reveals that the SPH model
with the present drag and turbulence closure models as well as the proposed inflow/outflow
boundary techniques is capable of simulating complex turbulent channel flows over highly
sheared natural porous beds.
Keywords: Porous gravel bed, Interfacial boundary, Inflow and outflow boundaries,8
Roughness layer, S-shaped velocity profile9
1. Introduction10
Natural river flows are turbulent and river beds are mostly porous composed of sands and11
gravels so that water can penetrate and move inside the bed. The momentum transfer at the12
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interfacial boundary between porous bed and the adjacent turbulent flow can strongly affect13
the condition of the overlying flow as well as entrainment and deposition of fine sediments at14
the bed. Hence, many research studies have been devoted to the development of numerical15
models, as a complement to experimental studies, to achieve deeper understanding of flow16
mechanisms and momentum exchange at the interfacial boundary with porous sediment17
beds.18
A mathematical model which is capable of simulating near-bed flows has the advantage19
of overcoming two limitations with the experimental works on the measurement of flow20
properties in water-worked armour layers on top of porous sediment beds. The first is the21
measurement difficulty of approaching all the bed layer locations, and the second is related to22
the time needed for measuring flow field, which, even for simple armour layers, can take one23
week using a three-dimensional Laser Doppler Anemometry (3D-LDA) probe, excluding the24
time needed for initially developing the armour layer. Hence, with an advanced numerical25
modelling technique, not only the entire near-bed flow field can be solved, but also the26
complex features of the rough bed can be researched more easily.27
There are two general approaches in the mathematical modelling of flow through porous28
media, i.e. microscopic and macroscopic approaches. In the microscopic representation of29
the media, the fluid-solid interfaces are modelled as rigid no-slip boundaries either in a30
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) with resolving all scales of fluid flow or using a Large31
Eddy Simulation (LES) in which only those scales above a threshold are resolved. In the32
macroscopic approach, the media is represented as single-phase continua and the frictional33
effects of the solid matrix are incorporated as extra stress terms in the governing equations34
in order to produce the required balance in the momentum.35
Breugem and Boersma (2005), Stoesser et al. (2007), Fang et al. (2018), Leonardi et al.36
(2018) and Lian et al. (2019) are some examples of microscopic modelling of porous media37
in the simulations of turbulent channel flows over porous walls. The first one was based on38
DNS while the others applied LES. DNS is advantageous due to the amount of information39
it provides. However, it is computationally costly thus limited to low Reynolds (Re) number40
flows. As an alternative, LES is used to resolve a certain range of flow scales at a lower cost41
while the unresolved part is modelled using an appropriate turbulence closure model such42
as Sub-Grid-Scale (SGS) model. In all above-mentioned microscopic studies, homogeneous43
porous media composed of arrays of cubes or spheres were simulated. Microscopic modelling44
of natural porous beds is difficult as the microstructure of the solid matrix is either unknown45
or difficult to be represented in the model. Therefore, porous natural beds are often modelled46
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macroscopically.47
In macroscopic modelling, a set of spatially averaged governing equations are solved.48
These equations are obtained by applying a spatial filter to the microscopic equations over a49
small averaging volume so that extra stress terms, representing the frictional effect of solid50
skeleton on the average flow field, emerge in the governing equations. In this approach also,51
DNS or LES can be applied to account for the flow turbulence, although the latter is more52
commonly documented.53
Due to the averaging process, dealing with the interfacial boundary between porous54
media and an adjacent fluid flow is difficult. The interfacial boundary under a turbulent55
condition is usually highly sheared with rapid change of flow properties over a thin layer.56
This layer cannot be easily treated using the averaging process in macroscopic modelling.57
This is one reason that some researchers have used a step change (namely, ’jump’) in their58
mathematical representations of the interfacial boundary. For example, in their macroscopic59
DNSs of turbulent channel flows over permeable walls, Hahn et al. (2002) used a discrete60
step change in velocity, and Rosti et al. (2015) applied a momentum transfer condition61
with a stress jump, at the interface. However, continuous interfacial boundary layers have62
also been successfully applied in some studies with high gradient interfacial boundaries,63
such as the works done by Breugem et al. (2006). In the continuous interface approach, a64
unified computational domain is employed for all regions including the porous media and65
free-flow (clear water), with a continuity of flow properties at the interfacial boundary,66
while the change in the characteristics of different regions is addressed by applying different67
numerical parameters and/or closure models. Macroscopic modelling of porous media with a68
continuous interfacial boundary has particularly been more attractive in particle modelling69
approaches recently developed for flow interaction with porous media due to its robustness70
and ease of implementation in the Lagrangian framework.71
Particle methods such as the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Moving72
Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) methods have been widely used for simulation of fluid flows73
in various fields, with some recent advances in pressure calculation (Wang et al., 2019),74
turbulence modelling (Di Mascio et al., 2017), energy conservation (Khayyer et al., 2017b),75
wall boundary condition (Leroy et al., 2014), open boundary conditions (Hu et al., 2019),76
sediment transport and morphological dynamics (Ghaitanellis et al., 2018; Harada et al.,77
2018), δ-SPH (Meringolo et al., 2018), and Particle Shifting (PS) technology (Khayyer et al.,78
2017a). For more details on the state-of-the-art of particle methods refer to Gotoh and79
Khayyer (2018).80
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Recently, particle methods have been employed successfully in the macroscopic simu-81
lation of fluid flow interaction with porous media. Except for the study of Shao (2010),82
where the porous and free-flow regions were separated and matching conditions of velocity83
and stresses were imposed at the interface boundary line, other studies such as Akbari and84
Namin (2013), Akbari (2014), Ren et al. (2014), Gui et al. (2015), Ren et al. (2016), Pahar85
and Dhar (2016), Pahar and Dhar (2017), Khayyer et al. (2018) and Kazemi et al. (2019)86
applied continuous interfacial boundary at the interface. All these models were developed87
to study wave interaction with porous structures where the interface was often supposed to88
be smooth and the flow near the interfacial boundary was not highly sheared.89
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no SPH study on the modelling90
of turbulent open channel flows over natural porous beds. In addition to the difficulty with91
the treatment of the rough interfacial boundary with regards to the determination of drag92
and turbulence effects, dealing with inflow and outflow boundaries in such problems is also93
difficult. This is due to the Lagrangian nature of the method since the computational domain94
contains two regions with completely different characteristics, i.e. the porous and free-flow95
regions, with a high gradient interfacial boundary between them. Some examples of the96
SPH inflow/outflow boundary techniques are found in Federico et al. (2012), Aristodemo97
et al. (2015), Kazemi et al. (2017) and Hu et al. (2019) which were all developed for channel98
flows over impermeable beds or laminar flow condition.99
In the present study, an SPH macroscopic model with a continuous interfacial boundary100
is developed for simulating turbulent open channel flows over natural gravel beds. With101
the objectives of careful treatment of the turbulence and frictional effects in different flow102
layers (i.e. the porous, roughness, and free-flow layers), development of appropriate inflow103
and outflow boundary techniques to achieve steady and uniform conditions within a short-104
length computational domain in the presence of an interfacial boundary where the flow105
properties change rapidly, and a detailed analysis of velocity profiles in the roughness layer,106
the present study investigates momentum transfer mechanisms in the context of SPH, which107
unlocks the capacity of this method in modelling turbulent channel flows over and through108
rough porous beds, which can eventually pave the way towards modelling sediment transport109
in natural river condition by particle methods.110
2. Case Study111
A set of existing experimental data of turbulent flow over porous sediment layer with112
two different bed conditions and several flow discharges is employed to be simulated and113
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validate the model results. A brief description of the experimental study is presented in the114
following. For more details see Aberle (2006), Aberle (2007) and Aberle et al. (2008).115
The experiments were carried out in the laboratory of the Leichtweiss-Institute for Hy-116
draulic Engineering, Technical University of Braunschweig, in a tilting flume with a constant117
slope S0 of 0.0027. The length, width and height of the flume were 20 m, 0.90 m and 0.60118
m, respectively. A mixture of coarse gravel sediments (0.63 to 64 mm) was placed in the119
bottom of the flume. Several bed conditions were tested, each with several flow discharges,120
i.e. several beds were formed by different flow rates and then, each of them was subject to121
a range of flow conditions. The procedure was that an armouring discharge was firstly run122
into the flume, mobilising the sediment, and then maintained until the bed surface reached123
stable condition, i.e. the sediments stopped moving. For this bed, then, several measuring124
discharges Q less than the armouring discharge Qarmour were run into the flume and flow125
velocity was measured using a 3D Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) system at 24 vertical126
profiles distributed randomly in the test section, which was located 9 m downstream of the127
flume inlet. The test section was 2.40 m long and 0.36 m wide. Its width was smaller128
than the total flume width to reduce side wall effects. In all experiments conducted with129
the measuring discharges less than the reference armouring discharge, the bed material was130
immobile, and the flow was steady and uniform. This procedure was repeated for several131
armouring discharges (i.e. bed conditions).132
Fig. 1 depicts a 2D schematic side view of the flume including porous sediment layer,133
free-flow (clear water), and roughness (interfacial) layer. In the figure, zb is the level of the134
rigid wall at the bottom of the flume; zt and zc show trough and crest of the roughness layer,135
respectively; zm is equal to zt plus the equivalent height of the roughness (i.e., the volume136
of melted roughness materials per unit bottom area); zws represents the water surface level;137
and Hp, ∆s and Hc denote the thickness of the porous sediment layer, roughness layer and138
free-flow, respectively. Every time with applying a new armouring discharge, zt, zm and zc139
levels changed, while the change in the bed material below zt was supposed to be very small.140
For each experiment, the double-averaged velocity and Reynolds Stress profiles in the141
roughness and free-flow layers were estimated by spatially averaging the time-averaged pro-142
files on planes parallel to the bed level over the 24 measuring locations. Within the roughness143
layer, all 24 measuring points were not available at some planes due to the existence of solid144
material. Therefore, the averaging was carried out from the levels with at least five available145
points. Some earlier results of the hydraulic measurements can be found in Aberle (2006)146
and Nikora et al. (2007b).147
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Simulation of this problem with a numerical model is particularly challenging since the148
interface is rough and has a considerable thickness so that the flow structure inside the149
roughness layer significantly affects the flow both above and below it, thus, in addition to150
the porous and free-flow regions, careful consideration is also required for the treatment of151
flow within this layer. In the present study, the experiments of bed conditions corresponding152
to the armouring discharges Qarmour = 180 l/s and 250 l/s, namely beds B1 and B2, are153
selected to be simulated. For bed B1, the tests with measuring discharges of 90, 120, 150154
and 180 l/s; and for bed B2, the tests with measuring discharges of 90, 150, 220 and 250 l/s155
are considered. Table 1 represents some details of the bed and flow conditions of the test156
cases. It is noted that the vertical levels (zt, zc and zws) are measured from an arbitrary157
reference.158
3. Governing Equations and Model Closures159
The SPH-Averaged Macroscopic (SPHAM) equations of mass and momentum (Kazemi160
et al., 2019) are considered as the governing equations for the present simulations. The dis-161
cretised form of these equations is presented in Eqs. (1) and (2). These equations are defined162
in a unified framework, i.e. they describe the fluid motion over the entire computational163
domain including porous, roughness and free-flow regions. The continuity of flow properties164
over the interfacial boundary is naturally satisfied. The model is based on the Weakly Com-165
pressible SPH (WCSPH) method where the equation of state is used to link the mass and166
momentum equations for calculation of pressure as presented in Eq. (3), which is written in167
terms of intrinsic average of fluid density (but not the volumetric density of SPH particles),168
thus applicable in all regions, i.e. free-flow, roughness and porous sediment layers (Kazemi169
et al., 2019). The temporal change in the fluid density is restricted to be less than 1% by170
choosing an appropriate value for the speed of sound (c0) to ensure the incompressibility of171














































2 (ρa − ρ0,a) (3)
where rab = ra − rb; uab = ua − ub; φab = φa − φb; (φu)ab = φaua − φbub; and ∇aWab =173
∇aW (ra − rb, h). Subscripts a and b denote the central particle in the averaging volume174
(averaging area, in 2D) and its neighbouring particles, respectively; W is the kernel function;175
h is the smoothing length; and r denote the particle’s position. m, ρ and P are fluid mass,176
density, and pressure; φ is porosity; u is the intrinsic average of velocity; g is the gravitational177
acceleration; τ is the turbulent shear stress tensor; and A is a drag-induced shear stress178
term. The effect of porosity on the particle’s apparent density is taken into account in the179
equations, so that the particle spacing changes when it travels into regions with different180
porosities. The last two terms in the momentum equation represent the effects of turbulence181
and friction of solid skeleton of the porous media on the macroscopic flow field, respectively,182
which will be determined through the closure models in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.183
The discretised forms used for all the derivatives in the momentum equation conserve the184
linear momentum (in the absence of external forces), but the viscosity and turbulent stress185
terms (the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2)) do not conserve the186
angular momentum due to the anisotropic shear stress tensors, since the angular moment187
between a pair of particles vanishes only if the internal stress tensor is isotropic (Khayyer188
et al., 2008). To resolve this issue, the correction of Khayyer et al. (2008) can be applied189
into the kernel gradients, thereby enforcing preservation of angular momentum for viscous190
internal forces. Khayyer et al. (2008) stated that in SPH simulation, preservation of angular191
momentum is necessary for the cases with violent free surface deformations such as breaking192
of water waves. Although those large surface deformations are not usually observed in water193
flows in porous media, correcting kernel gradients as carried out by Khayyer et al. (2008)194
can enhance the computational efficiency.195
The present form of the pressure gradient and turbulent shear stress terms (the first196
and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2)) is a similar derivation of the stable197
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form used in many SPH studies for gradient and divergence terms (e.g. Shao and Lo, 2003;198
Khayyer et al., 2008). However, as Khayyer et al. (2017b) pointed out, this form guarantees199
the Taylor series consistency only if particles are regularly distributed in a compact kernel200
support (which is not the case for free surface flows). As a remedy, the PS technology has201
been developed and used in several studies (e.g. Khayyer et al., 2017a) to achieve regular202
distributions of particles, thereby mitigating the Taylor series inconsistency. Application of203
a Taylor series consistent pressure gradient is especially important for improving the energy204
conservation feature of the numerical solution. The efficiency of the present scheme in the205
conservation of energy can be investigated in a future study by checking the evolution of206
kinetic and potential energy components in the simulation of a conserved system such the207
long-term evolution of a standing wave as presented in Antuono et al. (2015) and Khayyer208
et al. (2017b).209
3.1. Determination of porosity210
In the experiments, the laboratory flume was filled by water and the porosity was esti-211
mated as the volume of fluid the porous layer contains divided by the total volume of the212
layer. It was observed that the solid material at the interface had significant changes under213
different armouring discharges while it remained unchanged below the roughness trough zt.214
Therefore, it is assumed that the mean porosity φ is constant below zt and is equal to the215
average porosity of the sediment layer, i.e. φ0 = 0.22, for all bed conditions. However, the216
distribution of porosity within the roughness layer (from zt to zc) needs to be defined for217
each bed condition (B1 and B2 in Table 1). The simplest definition could be a linear profile218
from roughness trough zt with the value of φ0 to the roughness crest zc with a value of 1.0.219
However, it is noted that zt and zc are the absolute lower and higher levels of the rough-220
ness layer where the density of solid material may have a smaller change near these levels221
compared to its variation in the middle of the roughness layer. Therefore, it is assumed222
that the most part of the variation of porosity occurs in a layer (namely, porosity interface223
layer) in the middle of the roughness layer as depicted in Fig. 1 by red dash-dotted lines.224
In a typical rough surface, the physical distribution of the solid material density is often225
unknown, so the thickness of the porosity interface layer as well as the type of porosity226
variation over this layer should be reasonably assumed. According to some computation227
trials, the porosity interface layer is assumed to have a thickness of 0.5∆s with a centre at228
zm. Besides, the porosity variation over this layer is supposed to be linear. According to229
this definition, a typical distribution of porosity over the total depth in the numerical model230
is presented by the red solid line in Fig. 1. This profile is used to determine the porosity of231
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particles based on their elevation. In order to impose a smooth change from the linear profile232
to the constant values at the lower and upper bounds, a Spline function with supports of,233
respectively, rt and rc is employed to smooth out the profile. rt and rc may have slightly234
different values as the centre of the porosity interface layer zm may not be exactly at the235
centre of the roughness layer, i.e. zm 6= zt + 0.5∆s.236
3.2. Determination of the frictional effect of solid material237
The last term added to the momentum equation, Aa, represents the viscous and form-238
drag effects of solid skeleton on the macroscopic flow field at particle a. These effects have239
been estimated using various drag closure models in the literature. In the simulations carried240
out by Kazemi et al. (2019), it was shown that the application of Ergun’s closure equation241
with its original coefficients provides good accuracy for flow through porous media in different242
civil engineering applications. Ergun’s equation has been obtained from measuring various243
flow conditions in packed beds. In the present study, the sediment layer below the roughness244
trough level zt is assumed to be well packed so that the Ergun’s equation is applied for the245














where ν0 is the fluid kinematic viscosity coefficient; c1 and c2 are the viscous and form-drag247
coefficients equal to 150 and 1.75, respectively, according to Ergun (1952); and ds is the248
bed mean particle size which is assumed to be equivalent to d50 of the bed material in the249
present study.250
Observing the experimental data, particularly bed topography scans (Aberle, 2007;251
Aberle et al., 2008), it is found that the bed is not packed within the roughness layer,252
but with considerable spacing between solid particles. In fact, within this layer, the drag253
interaction is rather between flow and single (or few) particles so that the application of254
Ergun’s equation may be inaccurate. Therefore, the drag force model introduced in Kazemi255
et al. (2017) is applied here with some modifications for the estimation of Aa within the256
roughness layer.257
According to Kazemi et al. (2017), the cross-sectional area Ad and the bed-parallel planar258
area Aτ in their Eqs. (11) and (12) are equivalent to the fluid particle size l0 and the product259
of dsl0, respectively. Moreover, the shape function Wd can be replaced by (1− φ) which260
represents the density distribution of solid phase within the roughness layer. Therefore, the261
form-induced shear stress term within the roughness layer is formulated as262
9




where Cd is the drag coefficient which is taken to be 0.9 for natural roughness particles,263
according to the study of Schmeeckle et al. (2007). By using this equation, the effect of264
viscous drag is neglected within the roughness layer, which should not be invalid in the265
present simulations due to the fact that in high Re number flows, form-induced drag is266
dominant. Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) yields the following relationship for Aa over the267

















αv = 0, αd = Cdφa : zt < z ≤ zc
αv = c1, αd = c2 : elsewhere
(6)
where φa is estimated using the procedure introduced in Section 3.1. The calculated drag270
term will be zero in the free-flow region where the porosity is equal to 1.0, and have a271
smooth transition near the lower and upper limits of the roughness layer (zt and zc) due to272
the smooth transitions in the porosity and velocity at those boundaries.273
The drag termAa added to the momentum equation (Eq. (2)) acts as external body force274
on fluid particles. This term was emerged as a surface integral in the SPHAM equation of275
momentum through the averaging process of the equation (refer to Kazemi et al., 2019),276
and then approximated by closure models based on concepts from the hydraulic point of277
view. This form is different from the one applied in some studies, e.g. Khayyer and Gotoh278
(2010), where radial and anti-symmetric inter-particle forces between a fluid particle and its279
neighbouring wall particle was the basis of the definition of the drag term in the momentum280
equation. In the present macroscopic description of the porous media, fluid-solid interfaces281
are not modelled as rigid wall boundaries, i.e. only fluid particles exist in the domain where282
the frictional effect of solid material is modelled macroscopically.283
3.3. Determination of the effect of turbulence284
In the macroscopic modelling of the porous media, as it is described as continua, i.e. the285
physical geometry of the solid skeleton is not modelled, the physical dispersion which is a286
result of flow obstruction by solid particles is disregarded. Kazemi et al. (2017) showed that287
for SPH macroscopic modelling of turbulent flows over rough beds, the Sub-Particle-Scale288
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(SPS) model of Gotoh et al. (2001) can be applied, but with a modification to the estimation289
of the eddy viscosity. They employed a mixing-length model based on the mixing-length290
formula of Nezu and Rodi (1986), instead of using the standard Smagorinsky model, and291
successfully simulated the depth-limited turbulent flows over rough beds of packed spheres,292
macroscopically. In the present study, their mixing-length model is modified to include the293
turbulence effects in the porous sediment and roughness layers too, by introducing a three-294
layer mixing-length model as the following. It will be shown in Section 5, with evidence, why295
the SPS model with the standard Smagorinsky coefficient will not work in the macroscopic296
simulation of a rough interface and an alternative approach such as the present mixing-length297
model is necessary.298
Thanks to the availability of the detailed velocity and Reynolds Stress data to some299
distance below and above the roughness crest zc, the experimental mixing-length was esti-300




(in which τexp = ρu′w′ is the Reynolds Stress derived from the301
experimental velocity data where u′ and w′ are the temporal fluctuations of the streamwise302
(x) and vertical (z) components of the experimental velocity, and the overbar denotes the303
temporal averaging operator), and then compared with the formula of Nezu and Rodi (1986)304
for the present test cases. A good agreement was observed for all the test cases by adopting305
the value of 0.22 for the slope of the mixing-length profile κf (see Fig. 2). Therefore, Nezu306
and Rodi (1986) formula is employed to estimate the mixing-length lm above the roughness307
layer (from roughness crest zc to water surface zws) with κf = 0.22 and a certain reference308
value at zc which is dependent on the mixing-length distribution within the roughness layer.309
Determination of the mixing-length distribution within the roughness and lower sediment310
layers is not straightforward since the data is available only to some distance below the311
roughness crest zc, but not within the bed. It was observed that the mixing-length is linear312
at the upper part of the roughness layer with a certain slope κr, which is different from κf .313
The data is not available in the lower part, but it is assumed that lm has a linear distribution314
over the lower part too, with the same slope of κr. It was found that κr is about 0.27 and315
0.15 for the bed conditions B1 and B2, respectively.316
Using these values, the linear profiles (fitted to the experimental data) become zero at317
some levels about 10 mm above zt and about 0 to 20 mm below zt for the test cases associated318
with the beds B1 and B2, respectively. However, the mixing-length is not physically zero319
within the bed, although flow turbulence may be negligible in that region. Therefore, it is320
assumed that the mixing-length profile is fixed at a certain level z0, below which it has a321
constant value of lmb. z0 has a vertical distance of ∆z0 from the roughness trough.322
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According to the above investigations, the following equation is defined to be used for the323
estimation of the mixing-length distribution in the depth-wise direction from the flume rigid324
bottom wall zb to the water surface zws. Fig. 2 illustrates this distribution schematically.325
lm = lmb : z ≤ z0
lm = lmb + κr (z − z0) : z0 < z ≤ zc
lm = lmb + κr (zc − z0)
+ κf (z − zc)
√
1− (z − zc) /Hc : z > zc
(7)
Considering the fact that lmb represents the turbulent length scale within the porous sediment326
layer, a small value in the order of one-tenth of the average size of solid particles should be327
sufficient. A value of lmb = 2 mm is considered in the present study. Using this value, ∆z0328
will be about 18 to 23 mm and -10 to 10 mm for beds B1 and B2, respectively. Thus, the329
averages of these values are employed for ∆z0. Table 2 summarises the values applied in the330
present simulations.331
It should be noted that the mixing-length profiles extracted from the experimental data332
are not directly used in the numerical simulations, but the data is used to derive the gener-333
alised form in Eq. (7) depicted in Fig. 2. This profile is then used in the simulation of the test334
cases with calibrations for each bed condition, as presented in Table 2. It is suggested that335
the general form proposed in this study can be used for similar applications, with proper336
calibrations when different bed conditions are simulated.337
4. Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions338
2D simulations are carried out with the computational domain set up based on the339
physical model introduced in Section 2. Due to the limited computational power, the same340
experimental flume length (20 m) is not possible to be applied here, thus a shorter domain (4341
m) is considered, and uniform and steady flow conditions are achieved within this length with342
the aid of the inflow and outflow boundary techniques proposed in the following sections.343
Besides, the dynamic boundary condition (Dalrymple and Knio, 2001) is applied for the344
bottom rigid wall at the level zb, while the free surface boundary is tracked without any345
special treatment.346
4.1. Inflow boundary347
Several layers of dummy particles are set in the inflow region in order to address the348
truncated support area of the particles in the inner-fluid region (see Fig. 3). The governing349
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equations are not solved at these inflow dummy particles but their properties such as pres-350
sure and velocity are determined based on the desirable hydraulic conditions. They move351
according to their velocity and become fluid particles when passing the inflow boundary line352
(X in), while a new inflow dummy particle with the same properties is generated at the same353
elevation but in the beginning of the inflow region, i.e. at the inlet threshold.354
This type of inflow boundary treatment has been used in several SPH studies such as355
Federico et al. (2012) and Kazemi et al. (2017). However, based on our trials, this approach356
will not work for the present problem due to the existence of two different flow layers, i.e. the357
porous sediment and the free-flow layers, especially with rapid variations of flow properties358
at the rough interface. Therefore, here, we propose using a porous inflow boundary with a359
porosity between that of those two layers, i.e. between φ0 and 1.0, with a transition zone360
from the inflow boundary to the area with the prescribed porosity profile depicted in Fig. 1.361
Fig. 3 shows the inflow setup at the initial time and the change of porosity from the362
inflow boundary to the inner fluid domain. Porosity within the inflow region and to some363
small distance away from the boundary (i.e. in the constant φ zone) is set to a constant364
value φin; and after that, it changes gradually (linearly here) from X tr1 to X
tr
2 and reaches365
the required value beyond X tr2 (which is equal to φ0, 1.0, and some value between these366
two, respectively, in the porous bed, free-flow region and roughness layer). The constant φ367
zone is applied for a smooth and stable transformation of flow at the inlet. In the present368
simulations, as a porosity between φ0 and 1.0 is chosen for the porous inflow region, a depth369
higher than the desirable one (experimental depth) is set at the inlet in order to have a370
stable solution, i.e. zinws > zws. The depth H
in
t and the porosity φ
in can be determined by371
numerical trials so that a stable flow condition is achieved within the shortest possible length372
of the transition zone; then a constant inflow velocity is determined according to the desired373
flow discharge (measuring discharge in Table 1), calculated as U in = qin/φinH int , where q
in
374
is the discharge per unit width which is equal to Q/Bw with Q and Bw being the measuring375
volume discharge and the flume width at the measuring section, respectively. Besides, the376
pressure of the inflow particles is considered to be hydrostatic. In this way, the inflow region377
acts as a porous medium where water flows into the domain with a constant rate.378
For the porous area between X in and X tr2 Ergun’s constants are used for the estimation379
of Aa, so that the range in Eq. (6) is modified as αv = 0, αd = Cdφa for x > X
tr
2 , zt < z ≤ zc;380
and αv = c1, αd = c2 elsewhere.381
It is expected that the flow depth decreases gradually over the transition zone and reaches382
a constant depth beyond X tr2 . The final depth depends on various factors such as bed383
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roughness, slope, and turbulence intensity.384
4.2. Outflow boundary385
Since the computational length is short (8H int in the present simulations), an open outflow386
boundary could not satisfy the required uniform flow condition within the domain. Here,387
an outflow boundary technique (similar to the one proposed by Shakibaeinia and Jin (2010)388
although with different applications) is proposed to overcome this difficulty.389
Due to a truncated domain at the outlet boundary, the balance in the momentum equa-390
tion is disturbed so that the water column collapses if no special treatment is applied. On391
the other hand, if one uses several layers of dummy particles beyond the outlet boundary,392
as in the inflow region, to recover the truncated kernel area of the fluid particles, there will393
still be a problem in defining flow quantities at those dummy particles. Hence, a simple394
outflow boundary technique is proposed by introducing a pressure gradient in the opposite395
direction of the streamwise flow thereby reproducing a constant depth which yields the re-396
quired uniform flow condition within a short distance from the boundary. For this purpose,397
an imaginary wall is placed at the outlet which provides only pressure gradient on the fluid398
particles as described in the following.399
Several layers of fixed imaginary particles are set beyond the outlet line Xout, as in Fig. 4,400
in order to create an imaginary wall with a certain height (How) and a certain distribution401
of pressure. A hydrostatic pressure distribution is considered in the present simulations.402
The imaginary particles contribute only in the calculation of pressure gradient at the fluid403
particles. Therefore, the following term is added to the momentum equation (Eq. (2)) of a404
certain fluid particle a when it is located within a distance shorter than 2h from the outlet405






Fo∆Vo∇aWao (Pa + Po) (8)
where a and o denote the fluid and its neighbouring imaginary particles, respectively; ∆Vo407
is the volume of the imaginary particle; and Fo is a relaxing factor used to ensure that the408
fluid particles will move smoothly towards the (fixed) imaginary wall, with the conservation409
of mass being preserved. In the present simulations, a linear formulation is employed as410
Fo = (X
out − xa)/2h, where xa is the horizontal position of the fluid particle approaching411
the boundary line. In fact, adding Fo into Eq. (8) allows that the volume of the neighbouring412
imaginary particles of the fluid particle a, i.e. ∆Vo, decreases gradually when particle a is413
approaching the outlet boundary line and eventually becomes zero when particle a reaches414
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the boundary line. In this way, the fluid particles move smoothly towards the imaginary415
wall while experiencing a hydrostatic pressure gradient in the opposite direction, and are416
then removed when they pass Xout.417
Fig. 4(a) shows the initial set-up of the particles at the outlet and Fig. 4(b) depicts418
a generic fluid particle a approaching the imaginary wall. The height of the imaginary419
wall is lower than the initial water depth, however, the difference becomes small after the420
development of the flow (see Fig. 5). It can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that a larger particle421
spacing is initially set in the region of the porous sediment layer. This is to accelerate the422
achievement of the steady-state due to the fact that, according to the governing equations,423
the particle spacing will get larger in the areas with lower porosity.424
By considering a hydrostatic pressure distribution, neglecting the effect of other terms425
such as viscosity in the calculation of Ξa, and using a linear relaxing factor for mass elimi-426
nation at the outlet boundary, the outflow boundary treatment may not guarantee an exact427
balance in the flow momentum at the outlet. Therefore, the height of the imaginary wall428
How is considered to be adjustable in order to be able to get the depth constant within the429
fluid domain thereby providing the required uniform condition. For each test case, How is430
adjusted so that the water surface becomes parallel to the bed line. In addition, the depth-431
averaged streamwise velocity is compared at several sections within the fluid domain, and if432
the difference is less than a threshold, flow is considered as uniform.433
5. Results and Discussion434
The eight test cases introduced in Table 1 are simulated using the developed model. A435
rectangular computational domain is adopted with the initial height and length of H int and436
8H int . The domain is discretised using particles with clear water particle spacing l0 of 5 mm.437
The cubic Spline function (Monaghan and Lattanzio, 1985) is employed and the smoothing438
length is chosen to be 1.2l0. The CFL condition with the coefficient of 0.125 is adopted for439
the time step size, and a Shepard density filter is applied at every 30 time steps to reduce440
the pressure error due to the spatial density variations.441
At the inflow boundary, φin and H int are set to 0.75 and Hp+1.5 (zws − zt), respectively,442
where Hp is the thickness of the porous armour layer (see Fig. 1). Accordingly, the inflow443
velocity is computed as discussed in Section 4.1 and the inflow pressure distribution is444
assumed to be hydrostatic. The number of layers of the inflow dummy particles is set to445
three. X tr1 and X
tr
2 are set to X
in + Hc and X
in + 4Hc, respectively (see Fig. 1 for Hc).446
These values are determined by numerical trials to achieve stable flow conditions within447
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the shortest possible length of the transition zone. At the outflow boundary, three layers448
of imaginary particles are placed beyond the outlet boundary line (Xout) to construct the449
imaginary wall. The spacing between those particles is set to the clear water particle spacing450
l0 so that ∆Vo is equal to l
2
0 and their porosity is 1.0.451
5.1. Flow steadiness and uniformity452
Figures 5 and 6 present snapshots of the streamwise velocity (u) and the pressure (P ) at453
different times from the initial time t = 0 to t = 30 s for the test case B1-Q90. Fig. 7 shows454
the distribution of porosity for the same test case at t = 30 s. During the first 8.0 seconds,455
flow depth decreases between the inflow boundary (X in) and the end of the transition zone456
(X tr2 ) after which the porosity is fixed to the profile shown in Fig. 1. Then, flow develops in457
the constant-depth region until about t = 20 s when it becomes steady. For each test case,458
to achieve a constant depth between X tr2 and X
out, different values of the outlet imaginary459
wall height How are applied and the uniformity of the flow is checked. The optimum How460
for all the test cases were found to be in the range of 90 to 100 % of the experimental total461
depth (zws − zb).462
A measuring zone is chosen from Xsl = X
in + 4.5H int to X
s
r = X
in + 6.5H int with a463
mid-section at Xsm = X
in+5.5H int (Fig. 7). The distance between the end of the measuring464
section Xsr to the outlet boundary line X
out is about 1.5H int . To post-process the simulation465
results, a fixed grid is defined over the measuring zone with grid spacing of 5 mm where466
particle quantities are averaged at grid points using the cubic Spline function (Monaghan467
and Lattanzio, 1985).468
To check steadiness of the flow, water surface elevation and streamwise velocity at the469
mid-section Xsm are compared at different times. When the changes in the water depth and470
depth-averaged streamwise velocity become less than 2%, flow is considered to be steady.471
After t = 20 s, the difference falls below 1% for all the eight test cases.472
In order to check uniformity of the flow, streamwise velocity profiles at sections Xsl ,473
Xsm and X
s
r are averaged over time, and then compared. When the difference between the474
depth-averaged value is less than 2%, flow is considered to be uniform over the measuring475
zone. The time averaging is performed over a period of 10 s during the steady state, from t476
= 35 s to 45 s. For most of the test cases, the difference is below 2%, while in few of them477
(at higher flow rates) it exceeds 2% slightly.478
According to the above-mentioned criteria, the steadiness and uniformity of flow are479
satisfied for all the eight cases simulated in the present study. As an example, Fig. 8 presents480
the calculated velocity profiles at section Xsm at different times (left) and the time-averaged481
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r (right) for the test case B1-Q90. Besides, Fig. 9 presents482
the distribution of particles with their velocity and pressure at the steady state (t = 30 s)483
within the measuring section (between Xsl and X
s
r ) for the same test case. The figure also484
illustrates the change of particle’s volume due to the change of porosity from one region to485
another, i.e. higher particle spacing in the regions with smaller porosity.486
Looking at Figs. 5 and 6, noise is clearly seen within and just after the inflow transition487
zone as well as at the outlet boundary both in the streamwise velocity and pressure. A488
part of the noise in the inflow area is due to the condition of flow as a higher depth flow489
is transitioned into a lower depth within a relatively short distance. The other part of the490
noise is numerical, and due to the scheme used for pressure calculation, i.e. WCSPH. The491
noise in the outlet boundary is purely numerical, and a result of the instabilities due to the492
presence of an imaginary wall against flow. There is also some noise in the measuring section493
in the distribution of particles, particularly those near the free surface (Fig. 9). This noise494
is related to the inaccurate pressure estimation in the WCSPH scheme, especially that the495
estimated pressure is not exactly zero at the free surface boundary. Despite these errors,496
the estimated velocity and pressure are quite smooth within the measuring section, and497
therefore, uniform flow condition with the desirable results of velocity and shear stress (as498
presented in the next sections) is obtained.499
5.2. Validity of the turbulence model500
According to Pope (2000), for a reliable LES, more than 80% of the turbulent kinetic501
energy should be resolved. Considering the Kolmogorov spectra of turbulence, as depicted502
in Fig. 10 in the wavenumber (k) domain, a reliable LES-SPH model aims at resolving the503
turbulent energy (E) produced by large eddies (corresponding to ranges below the cut-off504
wavenumber π/∆m) and modelling the energy generated by smaller eddies (corresponding505
to wavenumbers above π/∆m).506
However, this is not the case in the present macroscopic simulations since, even using507
the Smagorinsky model with a filter width (∆m) of about the particle spacing size and508
modelling the energy in the wavenumbers above π/∆m, still most of the energy in the larger509
eddies (wavenumbers below π/∆m) is not resolved by the computational resolution due to510
missing a large amount of eddies which, in the physical model, are generated as a result of511
flow blockage by the solid elements in the roughness layer. If ∆r is a characteristic length512
scale of the missing roughness-related eddies, a macroscopic model resolves only the length513
scales larger than ∆r (wavenumbers below π/∆r), which are in fact associated with the514
variations in the ’macroscopic velocity’. Therefore, the turbulent energy associated with the515
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wavenumbers between π/∆r and π/∆m are missing in the macroscopic modelling of a rough516
bed. This was the reason for employing a mixing-length distribution for the eddy-viscosity517
coefficient in the present model, which is similar to the treatment in the Reynolds Averaged518
Navier-Stokes (RANS) models. As will be shown in the following sections, the application of519
the mixing-length profile introduced in Eq. (7) will recover the missing part of the turbulence520
effect and produce the required balance in the flow momentum.521
Here, the test case B1-Q90 is simulated by using both the standard Smagorinsky model522
with the constant of Cs = 0.15 and the present three-layer mixing-length model. The re-523
solved shear stress (τr) is computed as ρ〈ũw̃〉, where ũ and w̃ are, respectively, the deviations524
of the SPH-estimated streamwise and vertical particle velocities from their spatial averages,525
and 〈〉 denotes the spatial average operator. The averaging is performed using the cubic526
Spline kernel function with a smoothing length of 1.2l0. Then, the total shear stress (τt)527
for each case is computed by adding the modelled shear stress (τs or τl, which are the shear528
stresses estimated by the Smagorinsky or the mixing-length models, respectively) to the529
resolved one.530
Fig. 11 represents and compares the shear stress as well as the velocity profiles estimated531
by both models for the test case B1-Q90. It shows that the resolved shear stress is almost532
zero except in the roughness layer where the variations in the macroscopically averaged533
velocity are significant, and that almost all the turbulence effect needs to be modelled in534
the present problem. It also indicates that the Smagorinsky model is not suitable for such535
conditions, while the present mixing-length model performance is superior.536
5.3. Velocity and shear stress profiles537
In this section, the results of streamwise velocity and turbulent shear stress are presented538
for all the eight test cases. SPH-estimated velocity, its gradient, and shear stress are averaged539
over a time period of 10 s from t = 35 s to 45 s at the mid-section Xsm of the measuring540
zone, and compared to the experimental profiles in Figs. 12 and 13 for the bed conditions541
B1 and B2, respectively.542
In all cases, streamwise velocity is slightly underestimated by the model. The underes-543
timation appears as a vertical shift in the velocity profiles of the test cases associated with544
bed B1, while it seems not constant through the depth for the test cases of bed B2, but it545
is higher around the roughness layer and lower near the water surface. In addition to the546
effect of the numerical noise discussed in Section 5.1, the underestimation of velocity could547
be due to an underestimation/overestimation of stress-strain components which may have548
been caused by an imprecise estimation of the coefficients in either the drag or turbulence549
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closure models. The determination of those coefficients was based on physical knowledge and550
data in the free-flow region and upper part of the roughness layer where data is available,551
while the investigation of this issue was not possible for the flow regions within the porous552
layer due to the lack of knowledge and data. However, there is still good agreement between553
numerical and experimental profiles. This can be seen from Table 3 where the Root Mean554
Square Error (RMSE) of the numerical profiles of velocity and its gradient with respect to555
the experimental data are presented for both in the roughness and free-flow layers. For this556
calculation, the experimental gradients are firstly smoothed by applying a moving average557
procedure over three adjacent points. According to Aberle (2006), smoothing the gradients558
is necessary due to the ill-posed nature of estimating velocity derivatives from point velocity559
measurements that contain a small but finite experimental measurement uncertainty. The560
velocity gradients below the centre of the roughness layer za (= zt +∆s/2) are not consid-561
ered due to their large scatter even after smoothing. These non-physical scatters can be562
attributed to the more limited number of measuring points in the lower part of the rough-563
ness layer due to the existence of solid material, as well as the above-mentioned ill-posed564
problem.565
As mentioned, due to the lack of knowledge and data of the flow and bed conditions within566
the porous sediment layer, the determination of the drag coefficients in this layer is difficult.567
Although these coefficients have been chosen based on established empirical relationships,568
they could still be imprecise due to the fact that the flow and bed conditions in the present569
study are slightly different from those used for deriving the empirical equations (here, the570
Ergun’s equation). It is never possible to determine the coefficients exactly, especially for571
the present natural bed conditions. However, here, we try to tune the drag coefficient in572
the porous sediment layer (i.e., c2 in Eq. (6)) numerically, to obtain a better match with573
the experimental profiles. Using the value of c2 = 1.20 for the test cases B1-Q90, B1-574
Q150, B2-Q90 and B2-Q150, the velocity profiles are obtained as presented in Fig. 14 in575
comparison with the experimental data. The good match here indicates that in the results576
presented in Figs. 12 and 13, the amount of drag from the porous bed material was probably577
overestimated by using the original Ergun’s constants. The value used here is about 30 %578
lower than that originally proposed by Ergun (c2 = 1.75). It is noted that, Ergun (1952)579
suggested the value of c2 = 1.75 (together with c1 = 150) based on fitting his relationship580
to a number of data sets, where although the fitting curve showed a good match with the581
data, there were still some scatters. In other words, the Ergun’s fit represents an average582
of a set of different conditions which could deviate quite significantly from reality in the583
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case of natural beds. However, the idea behind using the Ergun’s original constants for the584
present simulations was that it is reasonable to tolerate the expected error, if it is within an585
acceptable range (Table 3), rather than constructing the model based on arbitrary numerical586
adjustments.587
5.4. Convergence and error analysis588
In order to investigate the convergence of the numerical solution, a sensitivity analysis589
of the computational resolution is performed for the test case B1-Q90. The simulation of590
the test case is repeated with several particle spacing values (l0 = 9, 7, 5 and 3 mm) and591
then, following Wang et al. (2019), mean relative error between numerical and experimental592
profiles is calculated for each one. The calculation of the error is performed for both velocity593
and its gradient. For this, Spline curves are firstly fitted to the velocity profiles and their594
gradients; and then, the error is computed. Fig. 15 shows the fitted curves to the velocity595
profiles (left) and their gradients (right); and Fig. 16 presents the relationship between596
the initial particle spacing (l0) and the mean relative error (Er) of these profiles, where597
the slope of the lines fitted to the points represent the convergence rate of the numerical598
solution, which is near 0.9 for both the streamwise velocity and its gradient, meaning that599
the convergence rate is nearly linear in this study.600
5.5. Analysis of velocity profiles601
Through the double-averaging procedure of Nikora et al. (2007a), Koll (2006) suggested602














where u∗ is the shear velocity; κ is the von-Karman constant (= 0.41); z and u are, re-605
spectively, the vertical position and the double-averaged velocity at that position; zR is the606
geodetic height of the roughness layer which is closely related to the roughness crest zc607
(Aberle, 2006); uR is the double-averaged velocity at zR; and zd is the zero-plane displace-608
ment.609
As mentioned in Section 5.3, the SPH-estimated velocity is averaged over a period of610
10 s; therefore, it is equivalent to the double-averaged velocity in Eq. (9). Here, replacing611
zR and uR with, respectively, zc and uc (which denote the velocity at zc) in Eq. (9), the612
curve obtained by this equation is fitted to both the experimental and calculated velocity613
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profiles for all the eight independent test cases; and through this process, the zero-plane614
displacement zd is obtained. For each profile, zd is initially set to zt (roughness trough) and615
then increased by increment of 1 mm and the coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated.616
The value of zd that provides the highest R
2 is selected as the zero-plane displacement of617
that profile. The estimated zd and the corresponding R
2 values are represented in Table 4;618
and the velocity profiles fitted to Eq. (9) are shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for the experimental619
and numerical data, respectively. Note that in the derivation of Eq. (9), a linear mixing-620
length, i.e. lm = κ (z − zd), was adopted; while in the present SPH model, lm is estimated621
by the non-linear relationship in Eq. (7). Besides, the higher zero-plane displacement of the622
SPH profiles explains the small vertical shift in Figs. 12 and 13.623
For the velocity in the roughness layer, Nikora et al. (2004) suggested three possible624
distributions, i.e. constant, linear and exponential, depending on the roughness geometry,625
flow conditions, and relative submergence. The constant velocity was suggested for cases626
such as partially submerged vegetation in streams where the vertical variations of total fluid627
stress or roughness geometry function (equivalent to porosity φ in this study) in the rough-628
ness layer are approximately zero; exponential distribution was proposed for flow through629
well-submerged roughness elements with dφ/dz ≈ 0 and with the overlying layer being the630
dominant source of momentum, such as a low-slope flow over aquatic plants; and finally,631
the linear distribution was suggested for gravel beds where the roughness density function632
monotonically decreases from one at the level of the roughness crest to zero or its minimum633
value at the level of the roughness trough for impermeable and permeable beds, respectively.634
The conclusion of linearity of the velocity profile in the roughness layer in Nikora et al.635
(2004) (as also shown in Koll, 2006) was drawn for rough beds made of a small number of636
layers of quite closely packed elements of quite constant height, where the spacing of the637
elements was almost constant. In the derivation of the linear model, Nikora et al. (2004)638
assumed that the product φ[(fp + fv) − ρgS0] is approximately constant in the roughness639
layer. fp and fv denote the form and viscous drag terms in their double-averaged momentum640
equation. Assuming fv is much smaller than fp in the roughness layer in the present flow641
conditions, and considering that fp is equivalent to ρA in the present SPHAM equation642
of momentum (Eq. (2)), φ[ρAx − ρgS0] (Ax being the streamwise component of A) of the643
numerical data is computed and presented in Fig. 19. As can be seen, the vertical distribution644
of φ[ρAx − ρgS0] is not constant for the present test cases. This is related to the vertically645
non-uniform spatial distribution of the bed surface, where sediments are neither closely646
packed nor with constant spacing and height. Therefore, although the linear model has647
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worked well for various conditions so far, here, we investigate an alternative distribution of648
velocity in the roughness layer for the present bed conditions as follows.649
According to our observations, an S-shaped distribution with continuously changing gra-650
dient may provide a better representation of the present velocity profiles in the roughness651
layer. S-shaped velocity distribution has previously been reported in a number of studies652
for rough-bed flows (Ferro and Baiamonte, 1994; Katul, 2002; Zeng and Li, 2012). Although653
those studies have investigated the S-shape velocity distribution in a layer including the654
roughness layer and its overlaying flow with quite low relative submergence, the same mech-655
anism may exist within the roughness layer of the present test cases, i.e. an inflectional656
profile creates a smooth transition from the low constant velocity in the porous layer (below657
zt) to the faster flow in the free-flow region (above zc).658
To investigate this issue, here, we consider a sigmoid function, as in Eq. (10), to represent659
the velocity distribution in the roughness layer. Looking at the velocity gradients in the660
roughness layer shown in Fig. 20, the bell-shaped profiles, although non-symmetric, imply661
that a sigmoid function may better represent the velocity compared to a linear function662
(since the first derivative of a sigmoid is bell-shaped while the gradient of a linear velocity is663
constant). Making use of the fact that flow regime in shallow rough-bed flows is analogous to664
turbulent flows within and above vegetation canopies, Katul (2002) used a function similar665
to Eq. (10) for velocity distribution within and above the roughness layer with an inflection666
point near the mean height of the roughness elements (close to zc in the present study).667
However, here, the inflection of the sigmoid curve is assumed to be at the centre of the668
roughness layer za due to the fact that the peak of the numerical velocity gradients occurs669
at za in almost all the present test cases (Fig. 20). A possible reason for a lower inflection670
point in the present data compared to other reported data in the literature may be related671
to the condition of the bed (vertical variation in porosity) and the spatial resolution and672
density of the velocity measurements. In the present physical model, the larger roughness673
elements on the bed surface were not placed in a packed style, but with considerable spacing674
between them. This could have led the inflection point to move lower within the roughness675





where Y = u/u∗, X = (z− za)/∆s, and α and β are constants. This function is first used to677
fit curves to the experimental velocity profiles in the upper part of the roughness layer, i.e.678
za ≤ z ≤ zc. The result is shown in Fig. 21. As a second trial, the derivative of Eq. (10) with679
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respect to z, i.e. dY/dz = ab e−bX/(1 + e−bX)2 is applied to fit curves to the experimental680
velocity gradients, as depicted in Fig. 22. The sigmoid function seems to provide a reasonable681
fit to the data. However, unfortunately, such high resolution data is not available in the682
lower part of the roughness layer, or there are only a few data points available below za with683
a large scatter in the data especially in the velocity gradients. Therefore, it is not possible684
to rigorously validate the sigmoid distribution of the data in the lower part.685
However, the SPH velocity profiles are available over the entire depth, thus they are686
tested with the sigmoid function and the result is presented in Fig. 23. The SPH profiles687
in the lower part (zt ≤ z ≤ za) present better match with the sigmoid function than in688
the upper part (za < z ≤ zc). This is shown in Table 5 where the R
2 values calculated689
for the lower and upper parts are presented. A possible reason is that the curvature in the690
lower part is a result of a smooth transition from a constant value (in the bed), while the691
upper bound at zc reaches a logarithmic distribution. However, in a sigmoid curve, both692
the lower and upper bounds end with constant values. In other words, the sigmoid curve693
and its gradient are symmetric with respect to za, but the present velocity profiles and their694
gradients are to some extent non-symmetric due to different flow characteristics at the lower695
and upper bounds. The deviation of the velocities from the sigmoid function is more clearly696
seen in Fig. 24 where the gradients of the sigmoid curves in Fig. 23 are compared with the697
SPH velocity gradients.698
It is noted that, assuming the central part of a sigmoid curve can be to some extent699
considered as a linear-like profile, the extent of this linear part is larger in the test cases700
associated with bed B2, probably due to the larger thickness of the roughness layer. In701
such a case, X in Eq. (10) can be replaced with higher order terms, for example, X +X3 to702
cancel the third degree derivatives and create a longer linear part in the fitted sigmoid curves.703
Another approach would be investigating smooth transitions from a linear to a logarithmic704
distribution in the upper bound and from the same linear distribution to a constant in the705
lower bound of the roughness layer. Further investigation of this issue is beyond the scope706
of the present work and is considered as a future study.707
6. Conclusions708
With improvements in the turbulence modelling, inflow/outflow boundaries, and treat-709
ment of the rough interface boundary, a WCSPH model was developed for simulating mo-710
mentum transfer mechanisms in turbulent open channel flows over and within natural porous711
beds. Ergun’s equation with its original drag coefficients was employed to simulate the fric-712
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tional effects of the solid skeleton within the lower sediment layer while the drag effect within713
the roughness layer was incorporated by a modified version of the drag force model proposed714
by Kazemi et al. (2017). It was shown that the standard Smagorinsky model is not suffi-715
cient to model turbulence induced shearing effects in the macroscopic simulation of rough716
boundaries, especially within the roughness layer; and therefore, a generalised three-layer717
mixing-length model which represents the different sizes of eddy flow structures expected718
in the free-flow region, roughness layer and porous bed, was proposed. Besides, a porous719
inflow boundary as well as an imaginary outlet wall were introduced to obtain uniform flow720
conditions.721
Eight test cases of turbulent flows over two porous beds were simulated (with the cal-722
ibration of the proposed generalised mixing-length model for each bed condition), and the723
results of velocity and turbulent shear stress were compared with the experimental data.724
The simulated flow conditions cover a wide range of typical conditions that one would see725
in water worked gravel bed rivers. The proposed inflow/outflow boundary techniques were726
capable of generating steady uniform flows within a short computational domain, and the727
drag and turbulence models produced the required momentum balance between the porous728
and free-flow regions, so that a good agreement with the detailed experimental velocity data729
was achieved for various bed and flow conditions. The application of the proposed three-730
layer mixing-length model, which adopts a nonlinear distribution in the free-flow layer with731
its extension into the roughness layer based on the physical conditions of bed and flow, was732
crucial for the superior performance of the model.733
Through a detailed velocity analysis, it was found that an S-shape curve, in which the734
variation in the gradient is smooth and has no discontinuities unlike the linear model, better735
represents the vertical velocity profile within the roughness layer of gravel beds such as the736
ones simulated in the present study. Here, the bed surface demonstrates a non-uniform737
condition with larger roughness elements not being placed in a packed style, but with more738
open spacing between them. The S-shape profile reflects the effect of the non-uniform739
variation in porosity as it simulates the impact on the fluid drag caused by the spatial740
organisation of the sediment particles. Besides, it was observed that the change of gradient741
is more substantial in the lower part of the roughness layer, where the velocity is connected742
to a constant distribution in the sediment bed; while in the upper part, a less rapid transition743
to the overlying logarithmic layer is present.744
In spite of the limitations with regard to the macroscopic modelling of the porous media745
and the determination of the coefficients of the closure models, the present study showed that746
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the SPH method has the capacity of simulating complex turbulent channel flows over natural747
gravel beds with highly sheared interfacial boundaries. The potential future improvements748
of the present model, particularly with regard to the numerical noise discussed in Section 5.1,749
would include utilisation of more advanced numerical schemes such as the Incompressible750
SPH higher-order pressure solution scheme (e.g. Gotoh et al., 2014) and the Optimised PS751
technique (e.g. Khayyer et al., 2017a) in order to enhance the stability and accuracy of the752
solution.753
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90 217 129 B1-Q90
120 248 160 B1-Q120
150 271 184 B1-Q150




90 200 128 B2-Q90
150 256 185 B2-Q150
220 306 235 B2-Q220
250 330 258 B2-Q250
Table 2














2 0 0.15 0.22
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Table 3
RMSE of the estimated velocity and its gradient with respect to the experimental data in the roughness
layer as well as the free-flow region.
Tests
RMSE in the roughness
layer (za ≤ z ≤ zc)
RMSE in the free
flow region (z > zc)
u (m/s) ∂u
∂z
(1/s) u (m/s) ∂u
∂z
(1/s)
B1-Q90 0.106 1.49 0.058 1.09
B1-Q120 0.115 2.22 0.066 0.98
B1-Q150 0.113 2.51 0.074 0.82
B1-Q180 0.118 2.31 0.072 0.98
B2-Q90 0.062 2.11 0.025 0.48
B2-Q150 0.119 1.78 0.041 1.07
B2-Q220 0.150 2.97 0.056 1.13
B2-Q250 0.176 3.28 0.057 1.52
Table 4




(zd − zt) /∆s R
2 (zd − zt) /∆s R
2
B1-Q90 0.44 0.997 0.68 0.983
B1-Q120 0.45 0.998 0.65 0.985
B1-Q150 0.47 0.995 0.63 0.985
B1-Q180 0.47 0.989 0.63 0.988
B2-Q90 0.56 0.997 0.63 0.999
B2-Q150 0.48 0.991 0.69 0.996
B2-Q220 0.54 0.987 0.72 0.993
B2-Q250 0.52 0.976 0.76 0.984
Table 5




zt ≤ z ≤ za
Upper part










Fig. 1. Schematic 2D view of the bed condition and distribution of porosity over the total depth including
porous bed, roughness layer and free-flow region.
Fig. 2. Typical mixing-length distribution adopted in the present study.
Fig. 3. Inflow boundary setup.
31
Fig. 4. Outflow boundary treatment: (a) initial set-up of the outflow boundary with an imaginary wall;
(b) interaction between fluid and imaginary particles.
32
Fig. 5. Development of flow in test case B1-Q90: snapshots of particle position and velocity at different
times from t = 0 to 30 s.
33
Fig. 6. Development of flow in test case B1-Q90: snapshots of particle position and pressure at different
times from t = 0 to 30 s.
34
Fig. 7. Porosity distribution for test case B1-Q90 (t = 30 s).
Fig. 8. Flow steadiness and uniformity for test case B1-Q90: (a) streamwise velocity distribution at
section Xs
m






averaged over a time period of 10 s. Dashed lines represent the bounds of the roughness layer (i.e. zt and
zc).
Fig. 9. Snapshots of particle position with (a) streamwise velocity, and (b) pressure for test case B1-Q90
within the measuring section in the steady state (t = 30 s).
35
Fig. 10. Turbulence energy spectra and the resolved/modelled parts of the turbulence effect.
Fig. 11. Comparison of the performance of the model when using (a) the standard Smagorinsky model,
and (b) the present mixing-length model, in the simulation of the test case B1-Q90.
36
Fig. 12. Numerical results (solid lines) of streamwise velocity (left), its gradient (middle), and turbulent
shear stress (right) in comparison with the experimental data (dark symbols) for the test cases associated
with bed B1. Dashed lines show the bounds of the roughness layer (zt and zc).
37
Fig. 13. Numerical results (solid lines) of streamwise velocity (left), its gradient (middle), and turbulent
shear stress (right) in comparison with the experimental data (dark symbols) for the test cases associated
with bed B2. Dashed lines show the bounds of the roughness layer (zt and zc).
38
Fig. 14. Streamwise velocity profiles with using a lower drag coefficient (c2) in the porous sediment layer.
Fig. 15. Streamwise velocity profiles (left) and their gradients (right) estimated by the model with using
different particle spacings.
39
Fig. 16. Convergence and mean relative error analysis of the calculated streamwise velocity (left) and its
gradient (right).
Fig. 17. Experimental streamwise velocity profiles with logarithmic distribution above the roughness
layer. The location of zc is different for different test cases in the present plot scale, however its average is
indicated by a vertical dashed-line to show its approximate position.
40
Fig. 18. SPH streamwise velocity profiles with logarithmic distribution above the roughness layer. The
location of zc is different for different test cases in the present plot scale, however its average is indicated
by a vertical dashed-line to show its approximate position.
Fig. 19. Distribution of drag and gravity induced shear stress over the roughness layer.
41
Fig. 20. Velocity gradients in the roughness layer. The dashed lines, from left to right, show the location
of roughness trough zt, centre of the roughness layer za, and roughness crest zc. The experimental
gradients are smoothed by applying a moving average procedure over three adjacent points, and those
below za are not shown due to their large scatter.
Fig. 21. Fitting sigmoid curves to the experimental velocity profiles within the roughness layer.
42
Fig. 22. Fitting sigmoid curves to the gradient of the experimental velocity profiles within the roughness
layer.
Fig. 23. Fitting sigmoid curves to the SPH-estimated velocity profiles within the roughness layer.
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Fig. 24. Gradient of the sigmoid curves fitted to the velocity profiles in Fig. 23 in comparison with the
SPH velocity gradients within the roughness layer.
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